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Samsung has always been held in high esteem by the consumers due to their marvelous gadgets.
Samsung has recently launched many fabulous devices in the market. Samsung devices are also
widely applauded by the users because of their elegant and classy designs. To keep pace with the
huge competition of the market, Samsung is putting its best efforts in innovating new devices with
more and more articulate features in order to gain goodwill among the consumers belonging to the
different parts of the globe. Due to their innovate approach, Samsung has been able to climb the
ladders of success at a rapid rate.

A latest handset to be unveiled by Samsung is the Samsung Focus 2 I667. The Focus 2 I667 is all
set to create a new magic in the market. As these handsets are incorporated with state-of-the-art
technology, these Samsung phones provide outstanding service to the users. Powered by the latest
OS of Microsoft Windows Phone 7.5 Mango, these gadgets are instrumental in adding
sophistication to your life. According to Latest Cell Phones News, the Focus 2 I667 gadgets are
facilitated with an internal memory of 8 GB storage, which is really sufficient. With these phones,
you can enjoy Facebook integration at any point of time. Further, you can avail these devices at
budget-friendly price rates according to your budgetary requirements.

The new Focus 2 I667 comes with Super AMOLED capacitive touchscreen and 16M colors.
Besides, these handsets sport a decent screen of 480 x 800 pixels and 4.0 inches. Available in
white colors, these phones are powered by a CPU of 1.4 GHz Scorpion. Apart from these, Focus
Smartphones come with a powerful chipset of Qualcomm Snapdragon. The user is also provided
with the opportunity to enjoy photography with 5 MP, 2592 x 1944 pixels accompanied with
autofocus. Furthermore, these phones are provided with sensors such as Accelerometer, proximity
and compass. Standard messaging options including SMS (threaded view), MMS, Email, Push
Email and IM are successfully installed on these Samsung phones.

According to 

Latest Mobile Phones News, these phones are provided with multi-touch options and weigh around
458 g. These gadgets are powered by Standard battery, Li-Po 6100 mAh battery, which enables the
user to enjoy a talk time of 7 hours and a standby time up to 500 hours. Another great advantage of
this phone is the presence of LTE 800/1800/2600 4G network, which will definitely captivate the
attention of the customers. Nevertheless, these phones have some drawbacks like there is card slot
in these gadgets and most importantly you will not find any radio in these phones for entertainment
purpose. However, all connectivity options such as GPRS, EDGE, WLAN, Bluetooth and USB are
there in these phones for your data transferring purposes. Moreover, these phones come with 121.7
x 62.7 x 11 mm. dimensions. Analyzing the features and deign of these phones, you can say that
Samsung is going to achieve another milestone of success through these gadgets.
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